
Ch. 4  The Rise in Human Consciousness 

"The nature of the rise in human consciousness is the inquiry we have received. The question 

assumes human consciousness rises and of course this is true, it has always. To be specific, does 

the inquiry mean a rise currently perceived or sensed? A rise should be explained, or defined as 

humans often say. 

Consciousness should be compared to awareness; we say the true occurrence is the latter. Human 

awareness is increasing well, at a rate or pace higher than has occurred in many, many tens of 

thousands of years. 

The consciousness of humans is always the same, limited quite severely as part of the incarnation 

process. You can give yourself ―or ask us to assist you in having― a glimpse, a look or a 

glance at and into a larger portion of your consciousness which exists above and around yet 

always away from and temporarily separated from you.  

The increase in human awareness which now develops, offers best evidence of itself through the 

common, current human denial of many things which compose awareness. This is demonstrated 

in two currently frequent ways: 

1. Chatter and banter about alien extraterrestrial revelation, in spite of overwhelming 

volumes of information, data and knowledge. Disinformation flows like a river on this topic, 

most of it believed by most of the recipients of the incorrect, tantalizing, entertaing and often 

thrilling information. This topic will receive to the point of seizure, the most attention when the 

tipping point is reached. Quickly thereafter, not slowly, shall humans begin to understand the 

human-on-human deception occurring now for many decades. 

2. Increased discussions of political divides. These are offered at the moment, as if such 

disagreements were relatively new. Current disagreements themselves are symptoms of a rise in 

awareness. The vast majority of humans observing the most attention grabbing ends of any 

disagreement, especially public protests something becoming mobs or riots, see what is 

happening for what it truly is. A great taboo looms over much new analysis, prohibiting nearly 

all from saying how political preferences or choices of candidate for public office are not related 

to the events streaming through and across news. The great majority of you observe group 

violence knowing the issue is neither caused nor solved by. a certain & specific ideology, 

philosophy, candidates or elected officials.  Such events are a symptom of rising awareness. 

What shall become a normal part of human thinking, as shifting and changes end, is a generally 

accepted awareness that humans are not limited to the five senses, physical bodies and functions. 

Humans will accept and better yet, will understand you are souls using bodies temporarily, to 

embark upon, follow and complete your journey. Just as a long trip in can undertaken in a motor 

vehicle.  

You will understand religion's origins, uses and limitations. 

You will all understand the role of diet in human existence. Today humans understand food. 

After the shift, humans shall understand the meaning and the social benefits. Today humans 



understand but tastes and nutrition. Food as health and medicine will also enter human awareness 

in a way now almost absent.  

The many of you reading these words, might well believe what we say is not true, or only 

partially applicable. For you then, such perspective is very correct because you do not already 

realize how tiny a fraction of mankind you form, a minority so small it simply does not exist. 

Please understand it now.  

Most humans are unaware of the concepts, never mind that causes and catalysts which shall 

uncover then deliver them. 

As the years to come unfold and human calendars grow, you will be that much more 

compassionate, accepting and understanding of your fellow wo/man who, seemingly so self 

assured and confident today, flails about in frustration with her & his inability to bottle up either 

own emotions or yours. The inability to control public image and influence, caused by nearly 

absolute misunderstanding of what has and is happening, with abject fear of what the future 

might hold for her or for him, as changes underway metastasize across mankind. 

None of this will happen or occur to you, and thus shall you be in a position of comforter, 

companion, helper, friend and advisor, for knowledge you will offer to whomever wishes." 

  

 

 


